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Abstract— Here this survey paper is made for all Security Aspects for the application “Art Treasure”. This document includes 

all the necessary security facilities for payments.  All the credential information of the institutes will also going to be secured 

here. Security for online payment of the particular course is the most basic requirements for this application. As most of the 

participant will going to do an online payment for their learning course, security for their payment is highly recommendation. 

As we all know that online payment has its own advantages and some of the drawbacks also. By providing online payment 

participants will easily pay their fees while it also has a drawback of risk of security and many more. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This survey paper is specially prepared for the security aspects of an application named “Art Treasure”. Here we majorly 

concerned with security of online payment of participants courses. As people now days more interested in online payment of 

anything, we must take care for the security of their money transactions online. For that purpose here we have described some 

of the security aspects for online payment system.This plethora of appealing features has led to a widespread diffusion of 

smartphones that, as a result, are now an ideal target for attackers. In the beginning, smartphones came packaged with 

standardized Operating System (OS): less heterogeneity in OS allowed attackers to exploit just a single vulnerability to attack 

a large number of different kinds of devices by causing major security outbreaks [1].Here we are going through the advantages 

and drawbacks of using the online payment’s security. Currently Smartphone and mobile devices have become incredibly 

important among people around the world. Because they have offered same capabilities as well as facilities that desktop works 

stations have provided. However, security aspect still is a big Challenge [2]. The fast growth and large popularity of Android 

powered mobile devices has raised a lot of concerns when it comes to security. In 2013 it was reported that an approximate of 

550,000 Android powered phones were activated on a daily basis [3]. 

II. MODULES 

A. Security Aspects for Online Payment: 

Security is an essential part of any transaction that takes place over the internet. Customer will lose his/her faith in e-business 

if its security is compromised.  Here are some payment security basics you should take in consideration:You need to have a 

privacy policy that will make customers comfortable shopping at your site. Customers want to know that their information will 

be kept secure and confidential and will not be used for malicious purposes. They need to know what you plan to do with the 

data you collect.[4]Ensure that your online transactions will be secure. Use SSL (Secure Socket Layer) encryption to ensure 

your customers’ personal and credit card data is not compromised or exposed to third parties during transactions.[5] 

B. Security Aspects for Institute’s Data: 

In our application all the registered institutes will provide their information like its name, address, mail-id, contact number etc. 

which also includes some sensitive data. This sensitive data should be prevented from the intruders.Let's look at some ways to 

protect our all-important user data from loss and/or unauthorized access. 

1) Back up early and often: You can use the backup utility built into Windows (ntbackup.exe) to perform basic backups. You 

can use Wizard Mode to simplify the process of creating and restoring backups or you can configure the backup settings 

manually and you can schedule backup jobs to be performed automatically.[5] 

2) 2.Use File-Level and Share: Level Security: To keep others out of your data, the first step is to set permissions on the data 

files and folders. If you have data in network shares, you can set share permissions to control what user accounts can and 

cannot access the files across the network.[4] 

3) 3.Secure Wireless Transactions:Data that you send over a wireless network is even more subject to interception than that 

sent over an Ethernet network. Hackers don't need physical access to the network or its devices; you should send or store 

data only on wireless networks that use encryption, preferably Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA), which is stronger than 

Wired Equivalent Protocol (WEP).[5] 

III. MOBILE APPLICATION SECURITY PLATFORMS 

Mobile application development in various platforms is based on functional and non-functional requirements [10]. Currently 

various types of platforms are exist to deploy mobile applications with different private policies. Therefore, this research focuses 
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on the most priceless and popular mobile application platforms in the worldwide. Furthermore, it discusses that how the security 

within each platform is different from each others for instance, Motion BlackBerry OS, Apple iOS, Google Android, Microsoft 

Windows Phone. There are some of the imperative security issues to be evaluated and studied such as ‗battery capacity 

limitation‘, and ‗encryption algorithms power consumption‘, were having major impacts on mobile devices [11]. 

Other studies like Asokanet. al in [12] introduced Privilege-escalation attacks, detection of malicious applications and 

application hardening. Based on the literature study within mobile platforms security attacks and threats were classified into 

three main sections such as Privilege Escalation, Malicious Applications and Risky In-App Ad Libraries asdepicted in table 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Android Security Model [13] 
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Table 1: Attacks and threats [12] 
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IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Firewall: 

Firewalls are hardware or software solutions that restrict the traffic from any unsecured network such as Internet to a private 

network. Sometimes, the firewalls are also used to restrict the users of private networks to only select Internet serv¬ices such 

as e-mail.[7].The basic function of firewall is to protect private information and reduce unnecessary traffic in the pri¬vate 

network. For the purpose of such an isolation of private net¬work a variety of techniques are used, ranging from filtering based 

of IP address to blocking users from direct access to public network[6]. 

B. Encryption: 

Some of the transactions on the Internet are secured by encryption using encryption software that is used before the message 

moves out of the sender’s computer. At the receiver end, the message is decrypted before use[8].During the transmission stage, 

the encrypted data is a meaningless set of zeroes and ones. However, even the encryption has not proved to be fool proof. In 

fact, there are published methods for unauthorized decryption of encrypted data within a period as short as a few hours[9]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

From this document we can conclude that for accessing application we needs to provide security for its data, payment options 

and also prevents from intruders from being hacked. And for that purpose we need to provide some of the security techniques. 

So that, users will get reliable access to the application and also be sure that their data and credential information are also secure.  
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